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Abstract

Given two images, we can estimate the relative camera
pose between them by establishing image-to-image corre-
spondences. Usually, correspondences are 2D-to-2D and
the pose we estimate is defined only up to scale. Some ap-
plications, aiming at instant augmented reality anywhere,
require scale-metric pose estimates , and hence, they rely on
external depth estimators to recover the scale. We present
MicKey, a keypoint matching pipeline that is able to pre-
dict metric correspondences in 3D camera space. By learn-
ing to match 3D coordinates across images, we are able to
infer the metric relative pose without depth measurements.
Depth measurements are also not required for training, nor
are scene reconstructions or image overlap information.
MicKey is supervised only by pairs of images and their rel-
ative poses. MicKey achieves state-of-the-art performance
on the Map-Free Relocalisation benchmark while requiring
less supervision than competing approaches.

1. Introduction
Whether you prefer inches or centimeters, we measure and
understand the world in scale-metric units. Unfortunately,
the scale-metric quality of the world is lost when we project
it to the image plane. The scale-ambiguity is one aspect that
makes computer vision, and building applications on top of
it, hard. Imagine an augmented reality problem where two
people look at the same scene through their phones. As-
sume we want to insert scaled virtual content, e.g., a virtual
human, into both views. To do that in a believable fashion,
we need to recover the relative pose between both cameras
and we need it up to scale [1, 69].

Estimating the relative pose between two images is a
long-standing problem in computer vision [27, 50, 51]. So-
lutions based on feature matching offer outstanding quality
even under adverse conditions like wide baseline matching
or changing seasons [37]. However, their geometric reason-
ing is limited to the 2D plane, so the distance between the
cameras remains unknown [1, 34].

In some settings, we can resort to dedicated hardware to
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Figure 1. We introduce MicKey, a neural network that predicts
3D metric keypoint coordinates in camera space from a 2D input
image. Given two images, MicKey establishes 3D-3D correspon-
dences via descriptor matching and then applies a Kabsch [38]
solver to recover the metric relative pose. We visualize the 3D
keypoint coordinates by mapping them to the RGB cube.

recover the scene scale. Modern phones come with IMU
sensors, but they require the user to move [57]. Some
phones come with LiDAR sensors that measure depth, but
these sensors are limited in terms of range and constrained
to very few high-end devices [30].

The general setting, as recently formalized as “Map-free
Relocalisation” [1], provides only two images and intrinsics
but no further measurements. The best solution to recover
a metric relative pose hitherto was to combine 2D feature
matching with a separate depth estimation network to lift
correspondences to 3D metric space. However, there are
two problems. Firstly, the feature detector and the depth es-
timator are separate components that operate independently.
Feature detectors generally fire on corners and depth dis-
continuities [4, 20, 52], exactly the areas where depth es-
timators struggle. Secondly, learning the best metric depth
estimators usually requires strong supervision with ground
truth depth which can be hard to come by, depending on the
data domain [59]. E.g., for pedestrian imagery recorded by
phones, measured depth is rarely available.



We present Metric Keypoints (MicKey), a feature detec-
tion pipeline that addresses both problems. Firstly, MicKey
regresses keypoint positions in camera space which al-
lows us to establish metric correspondences via descriptor
matching. From metric correspondences, we can recover
the metric relative pose, see Figure 1. Secondly, by training
MicKey in an end-to-end fashion using differentiable pose
optimization, we require only image pairs and their ground
truth relative poses for supervision. Depth measurements
are not required. MicKey learns the correct depth of key-
points implicitly, and only for areas where features are actu-
ally found and are accurate. Our training procedure is robust
to image pairs with unknown visual overlap, and therefore,
information such as image overlap, usually acquired via
structure-from-motion reconstructions [45], is not needed.
This weak supervision makes MicKey very accessible and
attractive, since training it on new domains does not require
any additional information beyond the poses.

MicKey ranks among the top-performing methods in the
Map-free Relocalization benchmark [1], surpassing very re-
cent, state-of-the-art approaches. MicKey provides reliable,
scale-metric pose estimates even under extreme viewpoint
changes enabled by depth predictions that are specifically
tailored towards sparse feature matching.

We summarize our contributions as follows: 1) A neu-
ral network, MicKey, that predicts metric 3D keypoints and
their descriptors from a single image, allowing metric rel-
ative pose estimation between pairs of images. 2) An end-
to-end training strategy, that only requires relative pose su-
pervision, and thus, neither depth measurements nor knowl-
edge about image pair overlap are needed during training.

2. Related Work
Relative Pose by Keypoint Matching. In the calibrated
scenario, where camera intrinsics are known, the relative
camera pose can be recovered by decomposing the essen-
tial matrix [34]. The essential matrix is normally computed
by finding keypoint correspondences between images, and
then applying a solver, e.g., the 5-point algorithm [56],
within a RANSAC [28] loop. Classical keypoint corre-
spondences were built around SIFT [48], however, latest
learned methods have largely superseded it. Keypoint de-
tectors [4, 42, 76], path-based descriptors [70, 71], joint
keypoint extractors [5, 20, 22, 31, 49, 60], or affine shape
estimators [6, 53, 81] are now able to compute more ac-
curate and distinctive features. Learned matchers [46, 63],
detector-free algorithms [15, 23, 36, 67, 74], outlier rejec-
tion methods [14, 68, 82, 84, 85], or better robust estimators
[7, 10, 18, 72, 73] can improve further the quality of the
estimated essential matrices. However, the essential ma-
trix decomposition results in a relative rotation matrix and
a scaleless translation vector. It does not yield the distance
between the cameras. Arnold et al. [1] show that matching

methods can resolve the scale ambiguity via metric depth
estimators [26, 66]. Single-image depth prediction can
regress the absolute depth in meters [47, 59, 77], being able
then to lift 2D points to 3D metric coordinates, where PnP
[29] or Kabsch (also called orthogonal Procrustes) [25, 38]
can recover the metric relative pose from the 2D-3D or the
3D-3D correspondences, respectively.

Relative Pose Regression (RPR) methods propose an alter-
native strategy to recover relative poses. They encode the
two images within the same neural network and directly es-
timate their relative pose as their output. Contrary to scene
coordinate regression [9, 44, 65] or absolute pose regression
[39, 40, 64], RPR [3, 13, 16, 41, 80] does not require be-
ing trained on specific scenes, making them very versatile.
Arnold et al. [1] propose different variants of RPR networks
to tackle their AR anywhere task. Since they do not require
depth maps, Arnold et al. train their RPR networks with
the supervision provided in the Map-free dataset: poses and
overlap scores. The biggest limitation of RPR methods is
that they do not provide any confidence for their estimates,
making them unreliable in practice [1].

Differentiable RANSAC enables optimizing pipelines that
predict model parameters, e.g., camera pose parameters,
directly via end-to-end training [10, 12, 78]. NG-DSAC
[10], a combination of DSAC [12] and NG-RANSAC [10],
provides gradients of RANSAC-fitted camera poses w.r.t.
the coordinates and confidences of input correspondences.
NG-DSAC uses score function-based gradient estimates,
i.e., policy gradient [21] and REINFORCE [79]. Besides
learning visual relocalization [10, 12], policy gradient has
also been used for learning keypoint detectors and descrip-
tors [8, 43, 55, 62]. ∇-RANSAC [78] is a differentiable
RANSAC variation based on path derivative gradient esti-
mators using the Gumbel softmax trick [35].

Contrary to previous keypoint extractors, MicKey re-
quires learning the 3D coordinates of keypoints. We com-
bine NG-DSAC with the Kabsch [38] algorithm, a differen-
tiable solver, and learn directly from pose signals. To the
best of our knowledge, although learning from poses has
been explored [61, 78], we are the first to propose a strat-
egy that optimizes directly 3D keypoint coordinates towards
metric relative pose estimation.

3. Method
This section first introduces the main blocks of our differ-
entiable pose solver and then defines our new architecture.

3.1. Learning from Metric Pose Supervision

Given two images, our system computes their metric rela-
tive pose along with the keypoint scores, the match proba-
bilities, and the pose confidence (in the form of soft-inlier
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Figure 2. Training pipeline. MicKey predicts 3D coordinates of keypoints in camera space. The network also predicts keypoint selection
probabilities (keypoint distribution) and descriptors that steer the probabilities of matches (matching distribution). The combination of
both distributions yields the probability of two keypoint being a correspondence in PI↔I′ , and we optimize the network such that correct
correspondences are more likely. Within a differentiable RANSAC loop, we generate multiple relative pose hypotheses and compute their
loss w.r.t. to the ground truth transformation, ĥ. We generate gradients to train the correspondence probabilities PI↔I′ via REINFORCE.
Since our pose solver and loss function are differentiable, backpropagation also provides a direct signal to train the 3D keypoint coordinates.

counting). We aim to train all our relative pose estimation
blocks in an end-to-end fashion. During training, we as-
sume to have training data as (I , I ′, TGT , K, K ′), with
TGT being the ground truth transformation and K/K ′ the
camera intrinsics. The full system is pictured in Figure 2.

To learn 3D keypoint coordinates, confidences, and de-
scriptors, we require our system to be fully differentiable,
and since some of the elements of the pipeline are not, e.g.,
keypoint sampling or inlier counting, we redefine the rela-
tive pose estimation pipeline as probabilistic. That means
that we treat the output of our network as probabilities over
potential matches, and during training, the network opti-
mizes its outputs to generate probabilities that make correct
matches more likely to be selected.

3.1.1 Probabilistic Correspondence Selection

A keypoint is characterized by a 3D coordinate, a descrip-
tor, and a confidence value. We obtain the descriptor and the
confidence directly from the output of the network, mean-
while, the 3D coordinate, x, is defined via a 2D position, ū,
and a depth value, z:

x = z ·K−1ūT .
(1)

For notation simplicity, we assume homogeneous coordi-
nates for the 2D point ū. A correspondence y is defined
by keypoint in I and a keypoint in I ′, and we refer to a set
of keypoint correspondences as Y . We formulate the prob-
ability of drawing Y as the product of the probabilities of
sampling them individually (P (Y) = ΠP (yij)). Specifi-
cally, we define a correspondence yij as a tuple of 3D point
coordinates, yij = (xi, x

′
j), where xi refers to keypoint i

from I , and x′j to the keypoint j from I ′. We will define the
probability of sampling that correspondence, next.

Correspondence Probability. The total probability of
sampling a keypoint correspondence P (yij) is modelled as

a function of their descriptor matching and keypoint selec-
tion probabilities, such that:

P (yij) = PI(i) · PI→I′(j|i)︸ ︷︷ ︸
forward matching

·PI′(j) · PI←I′(i|j)︸ ︷︷ ︸
backward matching

.
(2)

Forward matching combines the probability of selecting
keypoint i in image I , denoted PI(i), and the probabil-
ity of j in image I ′ being the nearest neighbor of i, de-
noted PI→I′(j|i). The backward matching probability
is defined accordingly. We define the matrix containing
all possible correspondence probabilities as PI↔I′ , where
PI↔I′(i, j) = P (yij). We formulate the descriptor match-
ing and keypoint selection probabilities as follows:

Matching Distribution. The descriptor matching probabil-
ity represents the probability of two keypoints being mutual
nearest neighbors, i.e., keypoint i matches j, and keypoint
j matches i. For that, we first compute the probability of
j being the nearest neighbor to i conditioned on i already
being selected as a keypoint: PI→I′(j|i). We obtain that
probability by applying a Softmax over all the similarities
of j for a fixed i:

PI→I′(j|i) = Softmax(m(i, ·)/θm)j , (3)

where m is the matrix defining all descriptor similarities and
θm is the descriptor Softmax temperature. Before the Soft-
max operator, we augment m with a single learnable dustbin
parameter to allow unmatched keypoints to be assigned to
it [63]. We remove the dustbin after the Softmax operator.
Equivalently, we obtain PI←I′(i|j). Therefore, the mutual
nearest neighbor consistency, PI→I′(j|i)·PI←I′(i|j), is en-
forced by the dual-Softmax operator as in [24, 67, 75].

Keypoint Distribution. The keypoint selection probability
represents the probability of two independent keypoints be-
ing sampled. I.e., probability PI(i) of i being selected from



image I , and the probability PI′(j) of j being selected from
I ′. We compute PI(i) by applying a spatial Softmax over
all confidence values predicted by the network from image
I , and, similarly, PI′(j) is obtained from the Softmax oper-
ator over all confidences from I ′.

3.1.2 Differentiable RANSAC

Due to the probabilistic nature of our approach and potential
errors in our network predictions, we rely on the robust es-
timator RANSAC [28] to compute pose hypotheses h from
Y . We require our RANSAC layer to backpropagate the
pose error to the keypoints and descriptors, and hence, we
follow differentiable RANSAC works [8, 10, 11], and adjust
them as necessary for our problem:

Generate hypotheses. Given the correspondences Y , we
use the probability values defined in PI↔I′ to guide the new
sampling of J subsets: Jk ⊂ Y , with 0 ≤ k < J−1. Every
subset is defined by n 3D-3D correspondences in camera
coordinates and generates a pose hypothesis hk that is re-
covered by a differentiable pose solver g, i.e., hk = g(Jk).

Differentiable Kabsch. We use the Kabsch pose solver
[38] for estimating the metric relative pose from the sub-
set of correspondences Jk. The Kabsch solver finds the
pose that minimizes the square residual over the 3D-3D in-
put correspondences:

gKabsch(J ) = argmin
h

∑
y∈J

r(y, h)2. (4)

The residual error function r(·) computes the Euclidean dis-
tance between 3D keypoint correspondences after applying
the pose transformation h. All the steps within the Kabsch
solver are differentiable and have been previously studied.
We refer to [2, 11] for additional details.

Soft-Inlier Counting. Since counting inliers is not dif-
ferentiable, we compute a differentiable approximation of
the inlier counting (soft-inlier counting) by replacing the
hard threshold with a Sigmoid function σ(·). The soft-inlier
counting is done over the complete set of correspondences
Y:

s(h,Y) =
∑
y∈Y

σ[βτ − βr(y, h)]. (5)

β controls the softness of the Sigmoid. As in [11], we set β
in dependence of the inlier threshold τ such that β = 5

τ .

Differentiable Refinement. We refine the pose hypothe-
sis h by iteratively finding its correspondence inliers I and
recomputing a new pose from them:

ht+1 = g(It) and It+1 = {i|r(yi, ht+1) < τ}. (6)

We repeat the process until a maximum number of iterations
tmax is reached, or the number of inliers stops growing. We

refer to the refinement step as R(h,Y), and approximate
its gradients by fixing and backpropagating only through its
last iteration [11].

3.1.3 Learning Objective

We use the Virtual Correspondence Reprojection Error
(VCRE) metric proposed in [1] as our loss function. VCRE
defines a set of virtual 3D points (V) and computes the Eu-
clidean error of its projections in the image:

ℓVCRE(h, ĥ) =
1

|V|
∑
v∈V

||π(v)− π(hĥ−1v)||2, (7)

with ĥ = TGT and π being the projection function. Refer to
supplementary material for more details on VCRE. For each
Y , we compute a set of hypotheses hk with corresponding
scores sk, and define its loss following DSAC [12]:

ℓ(Y, ĥ) = Ek∼p(k|Y)[ℓ
VCRE(R(hk,Y), ĥ)]. (8)

We derive the probability of each hypothesis, p(k|Y), from
its score sk via Softmax normalization. Since the expecta-
tion above is defined over a finite set of hypotheses, we can
solve it exactly to yield a single loss value for Y .

Our final optimization is formulated as a second, outer
expectation of the VCRE loss by sampling correspondence
sets Yq from the correspondence matrix PI↔I′ :

L(PI↔I′ , ĥ) = Eq∼p(q|PI↔I′ )
[ℓ(Yq, ĥ)]. (9)

From now on, we abbreviate L(PI↔I′ , ĥ) to L and ℓ(Yq, ĥ)
to ℓ. We can approximate the gradients of L w.r.t. to net-
work parameters (w) by drawing Q samples:

∂

∂w
L ≈ 1

Q

∑
q∈Q

[ℓ
∂

∂w
logPI↔I′ +

∂

∂w
ℓ], (10)

where the first term provides gradients to learn descriptors
and keypoint confidences, steering the sampling probabil-
ity PI↔I′ in a good direction. The second term provides
directly the gradients to optimize the 2D keypoint offsets
and the depth estimations. To reduce the variance of Equa-
tion 10, we follow [10] in subtracting a baseline b = ℓ̄ from
ℓ, the mean loss over all samples:

∂

∂w
L ≈ 1

Q

∑
q∈Q

[[ℓ− b]
∂

∂w
logPI↔I′ +

∂

∂w
ℓ]. (11)

3.1.4 Curriculum Learning

Initialization is an important and challenging step when
learning only from poses, since networks might not be able
to converge without it [8]. One common solution in RL is
to feed the network with increasingly harder examples that
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Figure 3. MicKey Architecture. MicKey uses a feature extrac-
tor that splits the image into patches. For every patch, MicKey
computes a 2D offset, a keypoint confidence, a depth value, and
a descriptor vector. The 3D keypoint coordinates are obtained by
the absolute position of the patch, its 2D offset, and depth value.

may otherwise be too difficult to learn from scratch [54].
However, contrary to other methods [23, 63, 67], we aim at
training our network without requiring to know what easy
or hard examples are. Instead of using all image pairs in
a training batch B, we optimize the network only using a
subset of image pairs. We select the image pairs that return
the lowest losses and ignore all others, i.e., the network is
optimized only with the examples that it can solve better,
and hence, are easier. As we progress in the training, we
increase the fraction of examples from B that the network
needs to solve. We define both, the minimum and maximum
number of pairs (bmin and bmax), used in training.

Even though we limit the optimization to the best pose
estimates, the network might still try to optimize an image
pair where all RANSAC hypotheses are incorrect. Since
hypotheses scores are normalized per image pair, see Equa-
tion 8, incorrect hypotheses can add noise to the optimiza-
tion. To mitigate this, we add a null hypothesis (h0) to Equa-
tion 8. The null hypothesis has a fixed score s0 as well as a
fixed loss ℓVCRE(h0, ĥ) = VCREmax, where VCREmax is the
maximum value we tolerate as a good pose. h0 serves as an
anchor point, such that the network can assign lower scores
than s0 to hypotheses with high error. If all hypotheses in a
pool are incorrect with low scores, the null hypothesis will
dominate the expectation in Equation 8 and reduce the im-
pact of gradients from the remaining hypotheses.

3.2. Architecture

MicKey follows a multi-head network architecture with a
shared encoder [20, 60, 75] that infers 3D metric keypoints
and descriptors from an input image as seen in Figure 3.

Encoder. We adopt a pre-trained DINOv2 as our feature
extractor [58] and use its features without further training or

fine-tuning. DINOv2 divides the input image into patches
of size 14×14 and provides a feature vector for each patch.
The final feature map, F , has a resolution of (1024, w, h),
where w = W/14 and h = H/14.

Keypoint Heads. We define four parallel heads that process
the feature map F and compute the xy offset (U ), depth (Z),
confidence (C), and descriptor (D) maps; where each entry
of the maps corresponds to a 14 × 14 patch from the input
image. Similar to [17], MicKey has the rare property of
predicting keypoints as relative offsets to a sparse regular
grid. We obtain the absolute 2D coordinates (Ū ) as:

ūij = f ∗ [ui + i, uj + j],with u ∈ [0, 1], (12)

where f refers to the encoder downsampling factor (f = 14)
and ij to the grid position. Since MicKey predicts coordi-
nate offsets over a coarse grid, it remains efficient while still
providing correspondences with sub-pixel accuracy. Note
that instead of applying a local non-maxima suppression
[49, 75], MicKey already provides a single keypoint loca-
tion for every input patch.

4. Experiments
This section first presents details of our implementation and
training pipeline, and then discusses the results for different
methods in the task of instant AR at new locations.

Inference vs Training. We use the same probabilistic
solver in training and testing, however, some of its param-
eters change. During training, given the set of correspon-
dences Y , we perform 20 RANSAC iterations (J = 20),
and in each one, we sample 5 correspondences (n = 5). Al-
though Kabsch only requires a minimal set of 3 correspon-
dences, we found more stable gradients when increasing it.
In training, we refine all generated hypotheses. At test time,
we increase the number of iterations to J = 100 and use
minimal sets of size n = 3 in Kabsch. Moreover, we select
the best hypothesis based on the soft-inlier score and only
refine the winning one. The number of maximum refine-
ment iterations tmax = 4 and the number of Y samplings
Q = 20 is the same in training and testing. Refer to the
supplementary for more details about the training pipeline.

Map-free Benchmark [1] evaluates the ability of meth-
ods to allow AR experiences at new locations. This task-
oriented benchmark uses two images, the reference, and the
query, and determines whether their estimated metric rela-
tive pose is acceptable or not for AR. A pose is accepted as
good if their VCRE, see Section 3.1.3, is below a threshold.
Specifically, the authors argue that an offset of 10% of the
image diagonal would provide a good AR experience. In
the Map-free dataset, this corresponds to 90 pixels. We fol-
low the protocol from Map-free in two datasets; Map-free
for outdoor, and ScanNet [19] for indoor scenes.



Map-free Dataset

VCRE Median Errors Matching Estimates

AUC Prec. (%) Rep. (px) Trans. (m) / Rot. (°) Time (ms) (%)

SIFT [48] 0.50 25.0 222.8 2.93 / 61.4 157.6 100.0
SiLK [31] 0.31 18.0 176.4 2.20 / 33.8 58.4 52.1
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Sparse Features
DISK [75] 0.54 26.8 208.1 2.59 / 51.9 58.7 99.9

DeDoDe [24] 0.53 31.2 167.4 2.02 / 30.2 200.3 88.0
SuperPoint [20] - SuperGlue [63] 0.60 36.1 160.3 1.88 / 25.4 95.6 100.0

DISK [75] - LightGlue [46] 0.53 33.2 138.8 1.44 / 18.5 108.5 77.9

Dense Features
LoFTR [67] 0.61 34.7 167.6 1.98 / 30.5 114.9 100.0

ASpanFormer [15] 0.64 36.9 161.7 1.90 / 29.2 177.1 99.9
RoMa [23] 0.67 45.6 128.8 1.23 / 11.1 820.2 99.9

N
o
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n

Overlap + Pose Supervision
RPR [R(α, β, γ) + s·t(θ, ω)] [1] 0.35 35.4 166.3 1.83 / 23.2 21.6 100.0

RPR [3D-3D] [1] 0.39 38.7 148.7 1.69 / 22.9 25.3 100.0
RPR [R(6D) + t] [1] 0.40 40.2 147.1 1.68 / 22.5 24.3 100.0

MicKey w/ Overlap (ours) 0.75 49.2 129.4 1.65 / 27.2 119.8 100.0

Pose Supervision
RPR [R(6D) + t] w/o Overlap 0.18 18.1 197.1 2.45 / 34.7 24.3 100.0

MicKey (ours) 0.74 49.2 126.9 1.59 / 25.9 119.8 100.0

Table 1. Relative pose evaluation in the Map-free dataset. We report the area under the curve (AUC) and precision (Prec.) values for
the VCRE metric under a threshold of 90 pixels as in [1], where both versions of MicKey obtain the top results. Besides, we also report
the median errors, and while MicKey obtains the lowest value in terms of VCRE error, other methods, e.g., RoMa, provide lower pose
errors. To compute the median errors, the benchmark only uses the valid poses generated by each method, and hence, we report the total
number of estimated poses. Lastly, we report the matching times and see that MicKey is at par with LoFTR and LighGlue, while reducing
significantly the time of RoMa, its closest competitor in terms of VCRE metrics. Matching methods use DPT [59] to recover the scale.

4.1. Map-free Dataset

Map-free dataset contains 460, 65, and 130 scenes for train-
ing, validation, and test, respectively. Each training scene
is composed of two different scans of the scene, where ab-
solute poses are available. In the validation and test set,
data is limited to a reference image and a sequence of
query images. The test ground truth is not available, and
hence, all results are evaluated through the Map-free web-
site. We compare MicKey against different feature match-
ing pipelines and relative pose regressors (RPR). All match-
ing algorithms are paired with DPT [59] for recovering the
metric scale. Besides, we present two versions of MicKey,
one that relies on the overlap score and uses the whole batch
during training, and another that follows our curriculum
learning strategy (Section 3.1.4). For MicKey w/ Overlap,
we use the same overlap range proposed in [1] (40%-80%).
Evaluation in the Map-free test set is shown in Table 1.

The benchmark measures the capability of methods for
an AR application, and instead of focusing on the rela-
tive pose errors, it quantifies the quality of such algorithms
in terms of a reprojection error metric in the image plane
(VCRE), claiming that this is more correlated with a user
experience [1]. Specifically, the benchmark looks into the
area under the curve (AUC) and precision value (Prec.). The

AUC takes into account the confidence of the network, and
hence, it also evaluates the capability of the methods to de-
cide whether such estimations should be trusted. The preci-
sion measures the percentage of estimations under a thresh-
old (90 pixels). We observe that the two variants of MicKey
provide the top VCRE results, both in terms of AUC and
precision. We see little benefit from training MicKey with
also the overlap score supervision and claim that if such
data is not available, our simple curriculum learning ap-
proach yields top performance. Besides, we note that train-
ing naively RPR methods without the overlap scores (RPR
w/o Overlap) degrades considerably the performance.

The benchmark also provides the reprojection error of
the virtual correspondences in the image plane (see Equa-
tion 7), and the standard translation (m) and rotation (°)
errors of the poses w.r.t. the ground truth. Refer to sup-
plementary for more metrics and details. The median errors
are computed only using valid poses, and thus, we report the
total percentage of estimated poses. MicKey gets the low-
est reprojection error, while RoMa [23] obtains the lowest
pose errors. Although RoMa estimates are very precise, we
show in the supplementary that its confidence values have
low reliability, not providing a good mechanism to decide
whether such poses should be trusted. DISK [75] - Light-
Glue [46] also provide accurate estimations, but they only
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Figure 4. Example of correspondences, scores and depth maps generated by MicKey. MicKey finds valid correspondences even under
large-scale changes or wide baselines. Note that the depth maps have a resolution 14 times smaller than the input images due to our feature
encoder. We follow the visualization of depth maps used in DPT [59], where brighter means closer.

provide 77.9% of the total poses, meaning that the median
errors are computed only for a subset of the test set.

Lastly, for a new query image, we compute the time
needed to obtain the keypoint correspondences and their 3D
coordinates, i.e., xy positions and depths. In the case of
RPR, since they do direct pose regression, we report their
inference time. MicKey has comparable times w.r.t. other
matching competitors, e.g., LoFTR or LightGlue, while re-
ducing by 85% the time of RoMa, the second best method.

4.2. ScanNet Dataset

Contrary to the Map-free evaluation, where depth or match-
ing methods were trained in a different outdoor domain, we
evaluate results on ScanNet [19], which has ground truth
depths, overlap scores, and poses available for training. We
use the training, validation, and test split proposed by Su-
perGlue [63] and used in following works [1, 15, 67]. To
recover the scale of matching methods, we use PlaneRCNN
[47], which was trained on ScanNet and yields higher qual-
ity metric poses (see supplementary for details).

Evaluation in ScanNet test set is shown in Table 2. We
use the same criteria as in the Map-free benchmark and
evaluate the VCRE poses under the 10% of the image diag-
onal. Contrary to Map-free, ScanNet test pairs ensure that
input images overlap, and results show that all methods per-
form well under these conditions. Similar to previous exper-
iment, we observe that MicKey does not benefit much from
using the overlap scores during training. Therefore, results
show that training MicKey with only pose supervision ob-
tains comparable results to fully supervised methods, prov-
ing that state-of-the-art metric relative pose estimators can
be trained with as little supervision as relative poses.

ScanNet Dataset

VCRE Median Errors

AUC Prec. (%) Trans (m) / Rot (°)

D+O+P Signal
SuperGlue [20, 63] 0.98 90.6 0.15 / 2.06

LoFTR [67] 0.99 91.3 0.13 / 1.81
ASpanFormer [15] 0.99 90.6 0.14 / 1.48

RoMa [23] 0.99 94.4 0.11 / 1.47
O+P Signal

RPR [R + s·t] [1] 0.85 85.0 0.25 / 4.12
RPR [3D-3D] [1] 0.93 92.8 0.20 / 4.05
MicKey-O (ours) 0.99 93.7 0.17 / 3.58

Pose Signal
RPR [3D-3D] 0.78 78.3 0.55 / 5.12
MicKey (ours) 0.99 92.8 0.17 / 3.64

Table 2. Relative pose evaluation in ScanNet dataset. All fea-
ture matching methods are coupled with PlaneRCNN [47] for re-
covering the metric scale. We indicate the training signal of each
method as: depth (D), overlap score (O), and pose (P).

4.2.1 Understanding MicKey

Depth Evaluation in Table 3 shows that state-of-the-art
matchers obtain top performance when paired with our
depth maps. Even though other depth methods [59, 66]
could be trained on Map-free data, it is unclear how
standard photometric losses [32, 33, 83, 86] would work
across scans, where images could have large baselines, and
whether such methods would generate better depth maps
for the metric pose estimation task. We visualize our depth
maps in Figure 4, where we also display MicKey’s score
maps and correspondence inliers. We see that the score
maps highlight the areas of the image where the object of



MicKey RoMa

LoFTR SuperGlue
Figure 5. MicKey establishes keypoint correspondences even
though images share very little visual overlap. Contrary to other
matchers, MicKey does not focus on the textured wall, but instead
reasons about the shape of the object in the foreground.

Map-free Dataset

VCRE Median Errors

AUC Prec. (%) Trans (m) / Rot (°)

SuperGlue [20, 63]

DPT [59] 0.60 36.1 1.88 / 25.4
KBR [66] 0.61 35.7 1.92 / 25.4

Our Depth 0.71 43.0 1.69 / 25.4

LoFTR [67]

DPT [59] 0.61 34.7 1.98 / 30.5
KBR [66] 0.60 32.1 2.11 / 30.5

Our Depth 0.71 40.7 1.92 / 30.5

Table 3. Depth ablation. Due to MicKey’s end-to-end nature,
MicKey’s depth maps have been designed to provide accurate
depths where keypoints are detected, boosting the performance of
state-of-the-art sparse and dense feature matchers.

interest is, and it does not fire only on corners and edges.
The detector and depth heads are tailored during training,
and hence, the detector learns to use the positions where the
depth is accurate.

Beyond Low-level Matching. Figure 5 displays an im-
age pair where almost no visual overlap is shared between
the images. In that example, we see that MicKey ex-
hibits a different behavior than the other matchers, where
instead of focusing on the low-level patterns of the wall,
it reasons about the shape of the object, showing glimpses
of high-level reasoning. State-of-the-art competitors have
been trained with the premise that image pairs have a mini-
mum overlap, meanwhile, our flexible training pipeline uses
non-overlapping examples during training and learns to deal
with them. Besides, such methods use depth consistency
checks for establishing ground truth correspondences, and
in such cases, some of the matches computed by MicKey

Reference
Ground Truth
SuperGlue
LoFTR
RoMa
MicKey

Figure 6. Visualization of relative camera poses. In this vi-
sualization, we use Map-free validation scenes and visualize the
different predicted poses w.r.t. the ground truth (green camera).

would not be proposed as candidates. Moreover, we visu-
alize the 3D camera locations of challenging examples in
Figure 6, and report results in the supplementary for a split
of only extreme viewpoint pairs, where we see that this be-
havior is not isolated, and MicKey obtains the best results.

Limitations. As seen in Tables 1 and 2, MicKey excels at
estimating good poses within an accuracy threshold that is
useful for AR applications. For very fine thresholds, other
methods could obtain more accurate pose estimates, i.e.,
their translation and rotation errors are smaller. E.g., see
the second example in Figure 6. The DINOv2 features we
use are very powerful, but limited in resolution [58]. Future
work could investigate backbone architectures that enable
higher-resolution feature maps without compromising the
expressiveness of our current feature encoder.

5. Conclusions
We present MicKey, a neural network that enables 2D im-
age matching in 3D camera space. Our evaluation shows
that MicKey ranks on top of the Map-free relocalization
benchmark, where only weak training supervision is avail-
able, and obtains better or comparable results to other state-
of-the-art methods in ScanNet, where methods were trained
with full supervision. Thanks to our end-to-end training, we
showed that MicKey can compute correspondences beyond
low-level pattern matching. Besides, entangling the key-
point and depth estimation during training showed that our
depth maps are tailored towards the feature matching task,
and top-ranking matchers perform better with our depths.
Our experiments prove that we can train state-of-the-art
keypoint and depth regressors without strong supervision.
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